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USER
MANUAL

 LZ-530 SF 

Congratulations,
You have just acquired a product with JFL Alarmes quality, produced in Brazil
with  the  highest  manufacturing  technology.  This  manual  presents  the  main
functions and characteristics of the equipment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The LZ-530 SF is a motion detection sensor that has low current consumption,
being managed by a micro-controlled circuit that digitally analyzes the signal of
the  double-element  pyroelectric  sensor.  This  digital  treatment  uses  the
information of amplitude, width, and polarity of the signal, besides the repetition
interval, to ascertain the real intrusion and thus avoid unwanted triggerings. It
uses a special Pet Immunity Fresnel lens, which prevents the detection of small
animals with up to 20 Kg.

1.1 OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
Frequency: 443.92 MHz;
Transmission range: 200 meters without obstacles;
Maximum detection/angle: 12 meters / 115º;
Sensor: One double-element pyroelectric sensor;
Stabilization time: approximately 30 seconds;
Interval between detections: 2 minutes;
Sensitivity: Three levels of detection sensitivity (minimum, medium, maximum);
Number of zones: 4;
Supply voltage: 3V CR123A lithium battery;
Standby consumption: 4 uA;
Triggered consumption (trigger): 23 mA;
Approximate weight: 100 grams;
Dimensions: 10.5 x 5.6 x 4.5 mm;
Lens: Special Milky PET IMMUNITY 20 kg;
Indication: This sensor must be installed in closed environments.
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2 MAIN COMPONENTS
Figure 1 shows the sensor open and its main components:

         
 

Figure 1
1) SENSITIVITY switch of the sensor:
1- maximum detection sensitivity.
2- medium detection sensitivity.
3- minimum detection sensitivity.
2) TEST switch: To test the sensor and program it at the central unit.
3) ZONE switch: Selection of zones 1, 2, 3, or 4.
4)  TRIGGER LED (RED):  When on,  indicates that the sensor is  triggered and
transmitting.  Two flashes at  the end of  the trigger  indicate that the battery
needs  to  be  replaced.  Flashing  alternately  indicates  that  the  sensor  is
stabilizing.
5)BOOT connector: Firmware update connector.
6) SENSOR: Pyroelectric sensor (never touch).
7) ANTENNA: Hopping Code data transmission at the 433.92 MHz frequency (do
not alter the position or format of the component).
8) Battery: 3V CR123 Lithium.

3 INSTALLATION
The LZ-530 SF sensor may be programmed in all the JFL central units and
receivers that work at the 433.92 MHz frequency in the Hopping Code system.
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Install the sensor at a minimum height of 2.10 meters and a maximum height
of 2.4 meters in the vertical position without the use of articulators (vertical
inclination impairs the PET function).
Adjust the Zone switch (1, 2, 3, or 4) according to the central unit or receiver
that will be programmed.
Adjust the sensor sensitivity switch (MAXIMUM, MEDIUM, or MINIMUM).
Connect the 3V CR123 lithium battery and wait until  the Trigger LED (Red)
stops  flashing.  This  is  a  procedure  for  stabilizing  the  circuit  and  lasts
approximately 30 seconds.
Press and release the LEARN button of the central unit or receiver; just after,
press and hold the TEST button of the LZ-530 SF sensor. With this, it will be
programmed.
With  the  front  lid  closed,  walk  slowly  in  front  of  the  sensor  observing  the
trigger (the Trigger LED turns on for 3 seconds) in the entire area you wish to
protect. If necessary, adjust the sensitivity and the positioning of the sensor.
In the first 10 minutes after connecting the battery, the sensor ignores the 2-
minute  standby  time,  i.e.,  it  remains  detecting  movement  to  facilitate  the
sensor installation.
If more time is necessary, remove the battery and connect it again.
Obs: For better detection, it is advisable to install the sensor in a way that the
path of the intruder is transversal to the sensor beams.

4 DETECTION RANGE
Figures 2 and 3 below show the detection range of the pyroelectric element,
seen from the side and above.

     Figure 2
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                                                                   Figure 3

5 PRECAUTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
Follow the instructions below to avoid unwanted triggerings.

Do not install the detector
pointed towards a

staircase/stairway on which a
pet could access.

DO NOT install the sensor
directed towards reflective

surfaces, infrared light sources, or
close to objects that cause abrupt

temperature changes such as
windows, fans, or heaters.
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DO NOT place objects or
furniture with heights over 0.8 m

that a pet may escalate (for
example, a cat and a sofa).

               DO NOT install the sensor in open areas

VERIFY the distance between the sensor
and the central alarm unit.

AVOID installing the sensor on
metallic surfaces, close to

radiofrequency equipment, or in
locations with many concrete walls

and slabs. This reduces the
communication range with the central

alarm unit.
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WARRANTY

JFL Equipamentos Eletrônicos Indústria e Comércio Ltda warrants this device for a period of 1 
(one) year from the data of purchase, against manufacturing defects that prevent its operation 
within the specified technical characteristics of the product. During the warranty period, JFL 
will repair (or replace, at its sole discretion), any defective components.

The warranty excludes defects caused by:
Installation outside the technical standard specified in this manual;
Improper use;
Equipment violation;
Atmospheric and accidental phenomena..

The visit of a technical person to a different location will depend on the express authorization of 
the client, who will bear the expenses resulting from the trip, or the device will be returned to the 
selling company for repair.

JFL EQUIPAMENTOS ELETRÔNICOS IND. COM. LTDA
Rua João Mota, 471 - Jardim das Palmeiras

CEP 37.540-000 - Santa Rita do Sapucaí / MG
Fone: (35) 3473-3550
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